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who, however,  does not  seem to  have taken part in the
activities of the firm.
The firm of Sahl Brothers was a family establishment by its
organization, a phenomenon by no means rare in Islamic as
in European economic history.
Time
"We are unable to trace the exact date of their settlement
in Fustat, and hear of them only after they were already
well known. Abu Sa*d and Abu Nasr came into prominence
in the reign of the Caliph al-Hakim (996-1021). Even if
this is not altogether too early a date, only the last years of
al-Hakim's reign can come into consideration; for the
intolerant policy of this Caliph down to the year 1020 makes
it improbable that Jews could have thriven in his capital
so freely as to become ic famous ". Only the restoration,
about the year 1020, of religious freedom, and liberty to the
forcibly converted to return to Judaism, permitted Jews to
emerge once again upon the stage of history. Under
al-Hakim*s successor, az-Zahir, we begin to learn something
specific about the activities of the brothers at Fust at. During
his reign (1021—1036) they must have worked themselves up
very rapidly, for we find Abu Sa'd at that time " in the Caliph
az-Zahir*s service " as purveyor.
The Banu Sahl, it appears, continued in the service of
az-Zahir throughout the latter's reign, and maintained their
economic activities even under the Caliph al-Mustansir, when
the latter ascended the throne in 1036, Following the death
of the Vizier al-Jarjara/i in 1044 there began the pc£itica&
rise of Abu Sa6d, which raised him to the pinnacle of power
till he fell a victim to Court intrigues in the year 1O47.
Accordingly it can be said with a fair amount of certainty
that their period of activity lasted from about 1020 to 1O47 ;
and though the concrete data which the sources furnish on
the doings of Abu Sa'd and his firm during this period of some
twenty-seven years are indeed very meagre, they enable us

